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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Bing!

By Phil Pomber ~ Daily Bull

I am an addict. They say
the first step towards quitting is admitting you have a
problem. I may be addicted, but I sure don’t want to
quit. I guess it consumes a
lot of my life, but it’s worth
it. I get by just fine as I am
now. Sure, sometimes I’d
rather just stay in my room
by myself on weekends and
do nothing else, but we all
have to relax now and then
don’t we?
I guess you might call it a
depressant since it slows
down your heart rate and
you pass out. Some people even treat it like it’s a
bad thing, ignoring all the
research and doctors that
says it’s good for you. It
has all sorts of benefits,
like improved memory and
clearer thinking. It’s also
something of a hallucinogen,
as occasionally you have
these wonderful “dreams,”
though sometimes you do
go on a bad trip. When you
...see Trippin’ on Z on back

The Steaming Pile

By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull

Did you know that anyone can be a
director these days? You don’t even
need to go to film school. All you gotta
do is read this how to, buy a fancy
camera and Final Cut Pro, rob a bank to
cover the expenses of your previous
two purchases, and start rolling! Typical
laid-back director clothing is optional.

badass hasn’t already shown themselves, now is the time to do it. They
should be bigger, tougher, meaner, have
a scruffy beard (if male), and preferably
punish one of their henchmen severely
to demonstrate their badassitude.

Step 4: Enter the Bombshell. If
you wanna make
Step 1: Introduca good movie
tion. Every good
these days, you
movie has a great
better have some
introduction, the
exceedingly hot
best of which only
woman showing
really introduce
the badasses who’s
one person. That’s
boss. If the female
because the rest
is the badass, she
just died in some
should have evil
You just killed a helicopter with a car!
freak accident, a
looking fingernails
I was out of bullets.*
monster ate everythat could rip flesh
one except our lone survivor, or the apart. Note: Elvira look-alikes are not
character just finished gunning everyone what we’re looking for here.
else down.
Step 5: Action. Eventually the last
Step 2: Mystery. Who was that one person from the introduction figures out
person, and why were they so special why he’s in the film, and decides to do
to have survived the carnage? They’re something about it. This usually includes
probably some princeling with long chasing around their enemies in long,
forgotten royal blood, have a genetic drawn out, adrenaline pumping action
mutation, or a whole bunch of other per- sequences. Bystanders are allowed to
fectly legitimate and unlikely scenarios. fall victim to the carnage.
Step 3: Enter the Badass. If the

Straight from you-know-where!
Food you never want to see served in the dorms

...see Lights, Camera, ACTION on back

DHH no longer gets FOX. No House? No Jack
Bauer? I demand a refund!!

Booty Sweat
Tofutlongs
Haggis
Scrambled Brains
Kentucky Fried Children
Your Mother
Sushi
Dog
Wendy’s Finger Chili
Pizza Burgers
Roommate
Fruitcake
The Albino Squirrel
Powdered Toast
Special Brownies
Dehydrated Water
Kanye West
Baked No-Bake cookies
Lobster
Blood of the Innocent
Scooby Snacks
Frog Legs
Alligator Tail
Eclairs

Escargot
Chocolate Covered Locusts
The Steaming Pile
Warm yogurt
Gerber’s
Bacon Wrap
Eddie
Milkbones
Baby Seal
Refried refried beans
Eyeballs
Nuka-Cola
Chernobyl leftovers
FY Easybake
Glowing Gravy
Dirty Diapers
Slimfast
Pickled pig snouts
Your last meal
MREs
Turduckin’
Snow Cow
Ground Chuck-E-Cheese
Anything already served

PIZZA
better pizza...
better world.

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

I Don’t Want a
New Drug

How To: Make a Perfect Movie

10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we

If at first you don’t succeed, find
out if the loser gets anything.
~Bill Lyon

THE
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...Lights, Camera, ACTION from front

Step 6: Slow Motion. During the
action sequences, it is customary to
slow down time to emphasize how
high a roof a character is jumping
from, the smoking shells from a gun
falling to the ground, or the delicious
food the characters on screen are
eating. Yum yum.

turns bad guy turns powerful guy
turns dead after the other good
guys wreak vengeance upon them
for selling out.

Step 10: Evil Plan. After the
plot thickens, the bad guy usually
unleashes his evil plan. The good
guy stands around powerless for a
while, stunned by the sheer majesty
Step 7: Sex. In order to make an of whatever Industrial Light and Magic
eye-catching trailer, you had better could cook up this time.
include some make out scene or girl
in her bra with the intention of tak- Step 11: Saving the Day. If this
ing it off later. It doesn’t have to be isn’t a horror movie where everyone
much; look at Star Trek. The entire dies regardless of what happens,
5-second sequence of Kirk on that the good guy usually comes to his
green girl in their underwear went in senses and does away with the bad
the trailer. Did anything happen? No. guy. The more climactic, the better.
Did people think something might? Nobody wants to watch a game of
checkers for a finale.
You bet.
Step 12: Conclusion. The good
guy returns to his home, says hello
Step 9: Plot Twists. Bad guy turns to what’s left of his family and neighgood guy turns dead after betraying borhood, and settles back into his
his master. Or conversely, good guy normal lifestyle. Unless he died in the
finale, in which case it is alluded to
that his descendants will carry on the
fight sometime in the future. Always
leave the possibility for a sequel.
Step 8: Explosions. Explosions.
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wake up from a bad trip you almost want to give it up, but you usually
just end up doing more of it right away, desperately hoping things will be
better the next time.
You’ve probably seen people suffering the effects of going without it in
your classes every day. Some even resort to doing it in class, which is
rather embarrassing. Indeed, some people treat sleep like it should be
avoided at all costs, staying up all night and denying their longing for it.
I’ve been a daily user for as long as I can remember, and it seems I just
can’t get enough of it. These people who try to fight their addiction are
fools; they always just end up crashing that much worse than they would
have before.

©2009 by the Daily Bull, a non-profit organization. All rights reserved.
Articles may be freely distributed electronically or on late night talk
shows provided credit is given, and that this notice is included. The Daily
Bull reserves the right to refuse any advertisements or guest articles
without reason. All opinionated letters sent to the editor (on paper or
to bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to be published unless
expressly stated otherwise by the sender. Original works printed in the
Daily Bull remain the property of the creator, however the Daily Bull
reserves the right to reprint any submissions in future issues unless
specifically asked not to do so by the creator. If you keep reading this
small text, you’ll take a hit of the Zzz’s during class!

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu
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sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau – Beta Xi Chapter

* - I know what you’re
thinking. “Did they throw
in that movie quote on
purpose, or was it coincidence?” Well, to tell
you the truth, in all this
excitement I kind of lost
track myself. But being
as this is the Daily Bull,
the most clever publication in the world, and
would give you points

Sleep is the ultimate drug, it’s absolutely free, society looks on it with favor,
and you go on “trips” where your wildest dreams are realized quite accurately, because, well, they are your dreams. As I mentioned earlier it’s
even quite healthy and has positive side effects.

for knowing, you’ve
got to ask yourself one
question: do I know
that quote? Well... do
ya, punk?

I just can’t seem to resist the urge to make this a public service message,
so why fight it. Sleep is one addictive thing college students aren’t getting
enough of, so don’t say no! Get your eight hours today.

Can you identify the movie quoted on the front of
today’s issue? I can! =)

